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Attention: Samuel J. Collins, Chief
Project Branch No. 2
Division of Reactor Projects

SUBJECT: James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333
Inspection No. 86-01

Gentlemen:

In accordance with the provisions of 10CFR2 Appendix C, we are
submitting our response to Appendix A Notice of Violation transmitted by
your letter dated April 9, 1986, as received by the undersigned
April 14, 1986. This refers to the inspection conducted by Mr. A.
Luptak of your office on January 18 to March 10, 1986 at the James A.
FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant.

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

The Power Authority agrees with this finding:

The fundamental cause of these two incidents was a failure in
communications between the personnel scheduling, reviewing and
performing the specific tests. These failures were primarily the result
of deficient administrative procedures which did not provide a formal
method of how scheduling, review and revision was to occur.

The specific cause of the first incident (Technical Specification 4.1. A)
was the omission of surveillance test F-ST-5Q from the computerized
master surveillance schedule. This omission occurred as a result of
miscommunications between operations' management and the clerk using the
surveillance scheduling computer program. Since the test is only
applicable in the "RUN" mode, Surveillance Test F-ST-50 was temporarily
suspended while the plant was shut down in June of 1985. After
returning to power, supervisory reviews of the surveillance schedule,
applicable when the plant was in the "RUN" mode, failed to identify the
missing surveillance. The missed surveillance was identified by
operations staff personnel at a later date.
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The specific cause of the second incident (Technical Specifications
4.12.A.I.1) was a lack of clear responsibility on who ensures
surveillance test completion w$ thin the maintenance department. The
maintenance department had recently ' commenced their own scheduling and

y

tracking system for those surveillance tests performed by their
department (prior to April 1985, Operations performed this function).

Immediate Corrective Action:

The immediate corrective actica for the first incident (Technical
Specification 4.1.A) consisted of:

a) Performing successfully the missed surveillance test.

b) Performing two independent audits of the Operation
department's surveillance schedule to ensure all required ]
surveillances were scheduled. l

|
c) Informing and re-instructing all operating shifts that when a

surveillance is found beyond the due date, as described by
Technical Specifications, the equipment should be declared
inoperable and the appropriate action statement entered until
such time that the surveillance is satisfactorily completed.

The immediate corrective action for the second incident (Technical
Specification 4.12.A.1.1) consisted of:

a) Performing successfully the nissed surveillance test and
ensuring that no other tests were missed,

b) Performing a detailed review of the maintenance department's
surveillance program.

Permanent Corrective Action:

The permanent corrective action consists of the following:

a) A revision will be made to the plant administrative procedure
iwhich governs the overall surveillance test program. This i

change shall specify the minimum requirements on how each I

departmental surveillance test program is to be administered.
These requirements will include clear responsibilities for
scheduling, periodic audit provisions.and clear identification j
of surveillance requirements. The clear identification is to
ensure specific recognition by departmental personnel of a
Technical Specification surveillance requirement. This will

,

be completed by May 16, 1986. I

b) Departments performing surveillance tests (i.e. maintenance,
operations, instrument and control and radiological services)
shall prepare and implement a formal procedure on how its
surveillance test program is to be administered. This shall
be completed by June 1, 1986.
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c) A matrix shall be established to clearly define which
department is responsible for each Technical Specification
surveillance requirement. This matrix will become a "living"
document to reflect changes to Technical Specifications and/or
their associated surveillance test procedures. This matrix
will be available for use by all departments to aid in audit
capability. This will be completed by January 1, 1987.

On March 28, a related event (LER 86-009) occurred when during a reactor
startup a required Technical Specification chemistry sample was obtained
beyond the required i 25% time interval due to system problems. One of
the major reasons for missing the interval was the lack of recognition
by the chemistry technician that the sample requirement was in fact, a
requirement of Technical Specifications. Specific corrective actions in
response to the event describe.+ in LER 86-009 have been initiated. The
Authority balleves that if the. long term corrective measures described
in (a) and (b) above had been in effect, the event described in LER

86-009 would not have occurred.
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